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Are you a petite woman dreaming to look beautiful? There are special clothes available which can
elongate the body and minimize the volume. Few tricks have to be followed to cover up the faults of
petite figure and here you will find few of them.

Main aim of people with petite body structure is to elongate the body. Common mistake done by
them is wearing jackets or using belts in the wrong places. Do not wear belts on top of skirts or
pants and it is also good to avoid belts if you wear different colored blouses. It shows as if the body
is cut into two parts and make you look shorter.

Never wear clothes which has extra fabric around the waist, the area already looks plump and
adding more volume to this area can make a petite person short and fat. Generally there is a false
misconception among people that long skirts can make one look tall but it can make you look tall
only if they are below the ankle level and straight. Avoid baggy and very long skirts as it will not
make you look attractive. There is special clothing for petite which makes them look tall and
attractive than the regular dress.

One of the best tricks to elongate your body is to wear clothes with vertical lines but do not wear
dresses which have lines like Zebra. Pair of jeans trousers with vertical lines can be paired with a
slim fit shirt which can give the illusion of tall person. Avoid skirts or jeans trousers which have
multiple lines or mixed up line patterns.

If you are flat and plump then it is good to avoid oversized T-Shirts and dresses, it does not hide
your extra pounds rather it makes you looks fat. On the other hand clothes which are too tight are
risky to wear and affect your overall appearance. Never wear tops or shirts that provide open view
of your tummy, needless to say it makes you look unattractive.

Choosing petite dresses with same clothing will not work. For instance, if you are wearing a black T-
Shirt then choose trouser of the same color which can make you look tall. But you can wear
accessories of different colors; shoes can be of different color which can give maximum effect to
your costume.

If you are working women then you can easily find womenâ€™s Petite Work Clothes at online shop.
These dresses are specially designed for working women to make them look taller. Cotton blouse
and various other type of petite dresses are available for women.
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a Petite Suits in different colors are now available online at best rates. a Clothing for Petites makes
them look taller than the original size.
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